Control Panel Devices
ABB • B&R Automation • LÜTZE • Moxa • Noren • PULS • Wago

Linear Motion
SMC • Bishop Wisecarver • Ewellix • Igus • Joyce • Macron Dynamics • Nexen

Machine Safety and Guarding
ABB Jokab • B&R Automation • Datalogic • Larco • Leuze • Pizzato • Robotunits

Machine Sensors and Vision
B&R Automation • Baumer • Datalogic • Leuze • Plus One Robotics • SensoPart • Turck

Motor and Drives
B&R Automation • ABB Drives • Baldor • Lenze

Pneumatics and Fittings
SMC • Fairview Fittings • Ham-let

Process Sensors
Baumer • Dwyer Instruments • Madison • Turck

Robotics
Universal Robots • B&R Automation • OnRobot • Plus One Robotics • Robodig • Schunk • Soft Robotics • Swivelink • Vention • Weiss Robotics

Vacuum Pumps, Blowers and Compressors
Atlantic Blowers • Dekker Vacuum Technologies • Dürr Technik • VacMotion

Controllers and HMI
B&R Automation • ABB • Horner • Lenze • Wago

Machine Lighting
Patlite • Werma

Enclosures
Fibox • Häwa
Our Offering

Automation Distribution, Inc. provides advanced manufacturing automation solutions to a variety of end markets. Specializing in robotics, pneumatics, electrical control, and motion control products, we deliver high-quality, technically advanced solutions that drive production, cost, and energy efficiencies. It is our goal to keep you ahead of the competition in today's evolving marketplace.

Programming

Multi-tier system design and implementation are our specialty. Our expertise spans multiple commercial control systems, software languages and industrial communications. We design and integrate operations utilizing various system platforms, hardware, programming languages, industrial communication, and hardware.

Sub-Assemblies

Assembly services are available for production ranging from small assemblies to full machine builds. With extensive experience in pneumatic and electrical components, we build components into component assemblies and/or finished builds.

Kits

We reduce your transaction costs and simplify record keeping by developing a kit with a single, convenient part number. Per your specifications, we package, label, and ship kits to eliminate the burden of tracking multiple individual components.

Specials

Starting with basic components, we construct specials for high and low volume applications. Our experience ensures you have the right solution to meet your requirements.

- ABB Baldor
- ABB Drives
- ABB Installation Products
- ABB Jokab Safety
- Ashcroft
- Atlantic Blowers
- B&R Industrial Automation
- Baumer
- Bishop Wisecarver
- Datalogic
- Dekker Vacuum
- Dürr Technik
- Dwyer
- Elettrotek Kabel
- Ewellix
- Exor
- Fairview
- Fibox
- Ham-ltet
- Häwa
- Horner
- Idcotek
- Igus
- Insight Automation
- iQ Valves
- John Guest
- Joyce
- Larco
- Lenze
- Leuze Electronics
- LMI Technologies
- LÜTZE
- Macron Dynamics
- Madison
- Mattei
- Nexen
- Noren
- OnRobot
- Parco
- Patlite
- Pizzato
- Plus One Robotics
- Prevost
- PULS
- Reliance
- Robotiq
- Robotunits
- Roboworld
- Sanyo Denki
- SATO
- Schunk (UR Products Only)
- SensoPart
- SMC
- Soft Robotics
- Sunoptic
- Swivellink
- TCI
- Telco Motion
- Universal Robots
- Vention
- Wago
- Weiss Robotics
- Werma